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Paul van Soomeren 
• Content 

•  Physical and social 

•  The importance of governance and organisation  
•  Time-place specific 

•  Full learning cycle 



Focus in CP-UDP (CPTED) 
• Physical environment 

But is there a physical environment WITHOUT a social environment? 

• Every urban environment is man-made 
• Crime is a social phenomenon (victim, offender) 



Churchill 

"We shape our buildings, and afterwards our 
buildings shape us”  
House of Commons (meeting in the House of Lords), 28 October 1943 

We are our environment and everything is process in a socio – physical/
technical and time – spatial environment 



Physical/technical versus Social? 
Forget this dilemma! It does not exist! 

Let’s face it:  

“We are sociotechnical animals,  
and each human interaction is  
sociotechnical.”  

(Bruno Latour, 1994/64) 



The man-gun connection 
A man and a gun can form a new entity when they are connected in a third 
entity: the gunman.  

A man nor a gun can shoot someone: the gunman can!  

Like chemistry: two chemicals create a new entity 



Physical + Social + Governance 
• Hence the environment is physical-social 

More complex when we intervene in such an environment: 

We need governance, organisation, partnerships and process 



Three domains 

Social (residents, civil society) 

Governance/organisational Physical/technical 
(planning, design, management) 



I agree, this is rather complicated 



What Einstein learned us 
• Space and time are one: an interwoven continuum 

• A 4 dimensional manifold 



CP-UDP (CPTED) = time-place specific approach 

The CPTED approach is always time-place specific.  
The area, neighbourhood or street segment level – as a geographical social-
physical entity – can be a pillar structuring the approach.  

Everything is process! 



What we have learned from the ‘physical’ case studies? 
See presentation Daniela and Umberto 

• Barcelona (Bellvitge, La Mina)  
• Amsterdam (Bijlmermeer) 

But also: 
•  Lodz 

•  Lyon 

•  Lisbon 
• …. 



The high rise wave in Europe showed 
• Architecture, design and planning are fashionable 

  Environment 

• Psychological knowledge is important  

  Psychology 

Environmental Psychology (Randy Bloeme) 



And we learn awfully slow 



Conclusion 
• Physical / social / organisational = one 

•  Time / space = one = process 

• All cases are: 

Physical / social / organisational processes 



Randy Bloeme 
• Content 

•  Environmental psychology 
•  History in CPTED 
•  Modern insights 

•  Broaden perspectives 



Environmental psychology – history in CPTED   
•  Jeffery, Newman 

• Environmental Criminology  

• CPTED + Environmental Psychology = not new 

• Modern insights/contributions 



Daniel Kahneman 

Smart interventions 



One thing in common 

Human needs and functioning  

Specific context 



Environmental Psychology 

What’s in it for CP-UDP? 



Holistic approach of the built environment 

• Safety as part of the puzzle 



Complex relationship 

Source: Clayton et al., 2012 



The easy version 

Source: Clayton et al., 2012 



Broaden perspectives 
• Environmental Psychology can make an important contribution 

• Sustainable Urban Design, Planning and Management: 
= Physical & social 
= Safety & health and wellbeing 



Daniela Idrovo Alvarado   

Content 

Research Questions 
Case studies 
Results 

Learning from case studies!    



What social, physical a community 
factors influence safety and security 

perception? and what is their 
relevance in areas known as conflictive 

and unsafe? 

Questions 

What were the most relevant policies 
(planning, design and management) 

implemented? and were they able in addition 
to prevent crime from a physical/

situational perspective, transcend 
towards social and community 

prevention? 

Perception/fear 



La Mina 
Sant Adrià 

Spain  
1972 

Bijlmermeer 
Amsterdam 

Netherlands 
1968 

Villa del  
Socorro 
Medellín 

Colombia 
1968 

•  Conflicted design 
•  Segregation 
•  Lack of services and facilities 
•  Abandonment and/or lack of 

efficiency of the local administration 

CASE STUDIES 

Social 
Physical 
Management 

PROBLEMATIC 
AREAS 



La Mina 
Sant Adrià 

Bijlmermeer 
Amsterdam 

Villa del  
Socorro 
Medellín 

Source: (Soomeren, Paul Van; Kleuver, Justin; van de Klundert, 2014) 

Crime 	 Regeneration project	

Largest renovation 

project in 

Netherlands 

European 

Urbanization prize 

Harvard Urban 

award 



La Mina 

Bijlmermeer 

Villa del  
Socorro 

OUT SIDE IN SIDE AFTER THE PROYECT RESULTS 



La Mina 

Bijlmermeer 

Villa del  
Socorro 
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CPTED 

What social, physical a community factors 
influence safety and security perception and what is 

its relevance in areas known as conflictive and 
unsafe? 

or 

FACTORS 

1. Integration 
2. Develop Daily live 
3. Sense of belonging 
4. Cohesion 
5. Activities and hours 
6.  Satisfaction public space 
7.  Children on the street 



POLICIES 

were they also able to transcend towards social and community prevention? 

YES 
But only in the cases, where……. 





People make 
cities, and it is to 
them, not 
buildings, that we 
must fit our 
plans. Jane Jacobs 



Umberto Nicolini 


